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"WHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOHHH**" -the audienceInterested in learning some amazing card

tricks?How would you like to have a letter from George Washington tell your spectator what

card they chose?Maybe read someone's mind/control someone's mind like a Jedi?Or even

change cards to another one right in front of a spectator's eyes?Mind Blowing Magic: Card

Tricks; covers everything you need to know for complete mastery in card magic; essential

sleight-of-hand, amazing magic effects, color changes, card flourishes, performance tips, how

to create your own effects, and even how to recover from ANY mistake.Here's just a glimpse of

what's in the book:-How to know a spectator's card without ever touching the deck (Chap 1)-

How to move any card from any position in the deck to the top (Chap 1)-How to "force" a

spectator to pick any card you want them to even though it seems random (Chap. 2)-What a

revelation effect is, why they are AWESOME, some amazing effects and how you can create

your own (Chap 3)-How to move any card to a "special place" even though the spectator cut

the deck. (Chap 3)-How to make one card change to another in the blink of an eye, in an

awesome way to (Chap 4)-Card flourishes (juggling) so that you can show off (Chap 5)

warning: do not do these at a poker table, unless you like being forcibly removed and possibly

shot.-Tips and tricks for when you mess up something and how to recover from any mistake

(so you needn't drop any four letter words again). (Chap 6)-Easy to understand explanations,

awesome and clear pictures so you're never wondering what the hell you're supposed to

doAnd to top it all off, a complete set of companion videos for you for FREE! You'll see

everything in the book, plus some awesome secret stuff, explained in wonderful video! So you'll

be learning this even faster.Order the book now and, after a nice read (and many Star Wars

references), you'll be performing MIND-BLOWING CARD TRICKS in no time.-Liam



Mind-Blowing Magic:Card TricksEasy Tricks and Techniques That Will Have You Performing in

Seconds Liam Anderson Copyright © 2013 by Liam Andersonall rights reservedAny and all

redistribution or publication of this contentwithout the author's express permission is strictly

prohibitedTable Of Contents Book VideosPlease Leave a ReviewIntroductionHow Do I Find

Someone's Card?Jedi Mind Tricks: Making Someone Choose the Card You WantMind-Blowing

Magic TricksChanging a Card In the Blink of an EyeImpressive, Most Impressive: Card

FlourishesOH S***!!!!!!! Wait! Read this First! You know as well as I do that magic is much

better learned through seeing, than through just reading.Although I have worked hard to

provide you with clear and concise explanations, along with many many photos. I still feel it

would be better for you to learn through video.To that end I have prepared a complete video

series of this book Simply click on the link and then enter your email into the box marked

"email" (remember to use an email you have access to as I will be sending you the videos

there) Thanks and now, get to reading! =) Would you be so kind as to leave a review?It would

be greatly appreciated =) Introduction:Have you been wanting to learn about card magic?

Have you read book after book to find that 70% of the explanations are nigh impossible to

understand? Have you found that about 60% of the book is filled with useless "filler"

information.So you finally trudge through the info and then you get to the magic tricks and it's

"how to make a card rise with your pinky."Really!?!?!? that's it, sigh........Well, don't worry I've

been there. But that is no more. In this book every fact and comment is straight to the point and

easy to read.Every explanation is structured with step-by-step bullet points and clear pictures

of what everything should look like. If that wasn't enough, there's also a complete set of video

explanations for everything in the book [insert link here]My name is Liam Anderson. I've been a

practicing magician for over 11years. I've dazzled many people with card magic, and even done

pre-show close-up magic for the Stars of Magic world. I've always loved card magic, and it's

certainly where I feel most at home. I've book after book trying to decipher the language at

which they are trying to speak (sometimes I swear it isn't English).So what's so great about

this:• You'll learn faster than you ever did before• You'll gain confidence in

performing• You'll become a better magician in seconds• You'll never be embarrassed

about a mistake againIn this book I'll be teaching you the basic essentials of card magic,

controls, forces, tricks, flourishes, and recoveries.With the materials in this book and a little bit

of practice, you could go out and start performing magic professionally TOMORROW. That's

how good this is.But don't wait. You can't learn nothin' just sitting around. You got this book to

read it. If you don't you'll be stuck in your life of unfulfilling magic tricks, counting out cards on

the table, making the most hideous card rises, and when you do mess-up you'll look like a

complete fool.This is a book (thank you captain obvious) and books are meant to be read. I

want you to read this. I want you to become a better magician. I want you to perform with

confidence. I want you to gain the attention of those around you because you can blow their

minds with amazing magic. I want you to enjoy magic.Take the commitment to improve

yourself. I can present the information to you, but this is a two way street, you you have to do

your part. If you don't read the book, than I can't help you.So, turn the page and start

reading.How Do I Find Someone's Card?In this chapter you're going to learn two of the three

most essential techniques in this book. This is the starting ground to sleight-of-hand. Have you

ever wondered how magicians always seem to know what the spectator's card is? No matter

how many times the deck is shuffled, cut, or tossed on the ground, they always find it in the

end. Well, the good one's find it. In this first chapter you're going to learn two easy and effective



ways of always locating the spectator's card. I'm going to be teaching you some basic sleight-

of-hand.Sleight-of-hand is to the magician what ingredients are to a cook. You will learn how to

move a spectator's card to the top or bottom of the deck, without them ever knowing it. You will

also learn how to find their card in the deck even after the spectator has already cut or even

shuffled the cards. You will also learn some basic uses of these sleights and how to perform

them quickly, effectively, and easily.I know we aren't getting into the magic tricks right away, but

without these techniques you won't be able to perform any card tricks at all. The beauty of

learning these techniques apart from the actual tricks themselves is that you will learn the card

tricks a lot faster once you have the techniques mastered, and you will be able to perform other

card tricks that use these techniques almost instantly. So keep reading and let's get into the

most important part of this book. The Key-Card:“Simplicity is the most difficult thing to secure in

this world; it is the last limit of experience and the last effort of genius” -George Sand“Simplicity

is the ultimate sophistication” -Leonardo da VinciThe first technique you will learn is called the

Key-Card Principle.The beauty of the key-card principle is in its simplicity. It’s the easiest card

technique to learn, yet it allows you to perform amazing and mind-blowing effects. The ease of

use allows for anyone of any skill level to perform amazing magic in seconds.The key-card

principle is a technique used to determine the spectator's card inside the deck. It works by

placing a card that you know, the “key,” a predetermined number of cards from the spectator’s

card in the deck.
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Anderson Copyright © 2013 by Liam Andersonall rights reservedAny and all redistribution or
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Read this First! You know as well as I do that magic is much better learned through seeing,

than through just reading.Although I have worked hard to provide you with clear and concise

explanations, along with many many photos. I still feel it would be better for you to learn

through video.To that end I have prepared a complete video series of this book Simply click on

the link and then enter your email into the box marked "email" (remember to use an email you

have access to as I will be sending you the videos there) Thanks and now, get to reading!

=) Would you be so kind as to leave a review?It would be greatly appreciated

=) Introduction:Have you been wanting to learn about card magic? Have you read book after

book to find that 70% of the explanations are nigh impossible to understand? Have you found

that about 60% of the book is filled with useless "filler" information.So you finally trudge

through the info and then you get to the magic tricks and it's "how to make a card rise with your

pinky."Really!?!?!? that's it, sigh........Well, don't worry I've been there. But that is no more. In

this book every fact and comment is straight to the point and easy to read.Every explanation is

structured with step-by-step bullet points and clear pictures of what everything should look like.

If that wasn't enough, there's also a complete set of video explanations for everything in the

book [insert link here]My name is Liam Anderson. I've been a practicing magician for over

11years. I've dazzled many people with card magic, and even done pre-show close-up magic

for the Stars of Magic world. I've always loved card magic, and it's certainly where I feel most at

home. I've book after book trying to decipher the language at which they are trying to speak

(sometimes I swear it isn't English).So what's so great about this:• You'll learn faster than

you ever did before• You'll gain confidence in performing• You'll become a better



magician in seconds• You'll never be embarrassed about a mistake againIn this book I'll be

teaching you the basic essentials of card magic, controls, forces, tricks, flourishes, and

recoveries.With the materials in this book and a little bit of practice, you could go out and start

performing magic professionally TOMORROW. That's how good this is.But don't wait. You can't

learn nothin' just sitting around. You got this book to read it. If you don't you'll be stuck in your

life of unfulfilling magic tricks, counting out cards on the table, making the most hideous card

rises, and when you do mess-up you'll look like a complete fool.This is a book (thank you

captain obvious) and books are meant to be read. I want you to read this. I want you to become

a better magician. I want you to perform with confidence. I want you to gain the attention of

those around you because you can blow their minds with amazing magic. I want you to enjoy

magic.Take the commitment to improve yourself. I can present the information to you, but this is

a two way street, you you have to do your part. If you don't read the book, than I can't help

you.So, turn the page and start reading.How Do I Find Someone's Card?In this chapter you're

going to learn two of the three most essential techniques in this book. This is the starting

ground to sleight-of-hand. Have you ever wondered how magicians always seem to know what

the spectator's card is? No matter how many times the deck is shuffled, cut, or tossed on the

ground, they always find it in the end. Well, the good one's find it. In this first chapter you're

going to learn two easy and effective ways of always locating the spectator's card. I'm going to

be teaching you some basic sleight-of-hand.Sleight-of-hand is to the magician what ingredients

are to a cook. You will learn how to move a spectator's card to the top or bottom of the deck,

without them ever knowing it. You will also learn how to find their card in the deck even after the

spectator has already cut or even shuffled the cards. You will also learn some basic uses of

these sleights and how to perform them quickly, effectively, and easily.I know we aren't getting

into the magic tricks right away, but without these techniques you won't be able to perform any

card tricks at all. The beauty of learning these techniques apart from the actual tricks

themselves is that you will learn the card tricks a lot faster once you have the techniques

mastered, and you will be able to perform other card tricks that use these techniques almost

instantly. So keep reading and let's get into the most important part of this book. The Key-

Card:“Simplicity is the most difficult thing to secure in this world; it is the last limit of experience

and the last effort of genius” -George Sand“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” -Leonardo

da VinciThe first technique you will learn is called the Key-Card Principle.The beauty of the key-

card principle is in its simplicity. It’s the easiest card technique to learn, yet it allows you to

perform amazing and mind-blowing effects. The ease of use allows for anyone of any skill level

to perform amazing magic in seconds.The key-card principle is a technique used to determine

the spectator's card inside the deck. It works by placing a card that you know, the “key,” a

predetermined number of cards from the spectator’s card in the deck.

My name is Liam Anderson. I've been a practicing magician for over 11years. I've dazzled

many people with card magic, and even done pre-show close-up magic for the Stars of Magic

world. I've always loved card magic, and it's certainly where I feel most at home. I've book after

book trying to decipher the language at which they are trying to speak (sometimes I swear it

isn't English).So what's so great about this:• You'll learn faster than you ever did

before• You'll gain confidence in performing• You'll become a better magician in

seconds• You'll never be embarrassed about a mistake againIn this book I'll be teaching

you the basic essentials of card magic, controls, forces, tricks, flourishes, and recoveries.With

the materials in this book and a little bit of practice, you could go out and start performing

magic professionally TOMORROW. That's how good this is.But don't wait. You can't learn



nothin' just sitting around. You got this book to read it. If you don't you'll be stuck in your life of

unfulfilling magic tricks, counting out cards on the table, making the most hideous card rises,

and when you do mess-up you'll look like a complete fool.This is a book (thank you captain

obvious) and books are meant to be read. I want you to read this. I want you to become a

better magician. I want you to perform with confidence. I want you to gain the attention of those

around you because you can blow their minds with amazing magic. I want you to enjoy

magic.Take the commitment to improve yourself. I can present the information to you, but this is

a two way street, you you have to do your part. If you don't read the book, than I can't help

you.So, turn the page and start reading.How Do I Find Someone's Card?In this chapter you're

going to learn two of the three most essential techniques in this book. This is the starting

ground to sleight-of-hand. Have you ever wondered how magicians always seem to know what

the spectator's card is? No matter how many times the deck is shuffled, cut, or tossed on the

ground, they always find it in the end. Well, the good one's find it. In this first chapter you're

going to learn two easy and effective ways of always locating the spectator's card. I'm going to

be teaching you some basic sleight-of-hand.Sleight-of-hand is to the magician what ingredients

are to a cook. You will learn how to move a spectator's card to the top or bottom of the deck,

without them ever knowing it. You will also learn how to find their card in the deck even after the

spectator has already cut or even shuffled the cards. You will also learn some basic uses of

these sleights and how to perform them quickly, effectively, and easily.I know we aren't getting

into the magic tricks right away, but without these techniques you won't be able to perform any

card tricks at all. The beauty of learning these techniques apart from the actual tricks

themselves is that you will learn the card tricks a lot faster once you have the techniques

mastered, and you will be able to perform other card tricks that use these techniques almost

instantly. So keep reading and let's get into the most important part of this book. The Key-

Card:“Simplicity is the most difficult thing to secure in this world; it is the last limit of experience

and the last effort of genius” -George Sand“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” -Leonardo

da VinciThe first technique you will learn is called the Key-Card Principle.The beauty of the key-

card principle is in its simplicity. It’s the easiest card technique to learn, yet it allows you to

perform amazing and mind-blowing effects. The ease of use allows for anyone of any skill level

to perform amazing magic in seconds.The key-card principle is a technique used to determine

the spectator's card inside the deck. It works by placing a card that you know, the “key,” a

predetermined number of cards from the spectator’s card in the deck.For example, let’s say my

key-card is the 3-of-Clubs and I place it directly underneath the spectator’s card. If I were to

look through the deck and find the 3-of-Clubs, I know that the spectator’s card is the one

directly above it. See picture The great thing about this is that the spectator can cut the deck as

many times as they want! It doesn't matter how many times they do it, they will never separate

their card from the key-card! Setting a Key-Card:Setting a key-card is pretty much what it

sounds like, placing your key-card in the proper position. Here is an easy method to do

this.• Have the spectator place their card on the top of the deck and then cut the

deck.• This will cause the key-card to be placed directly on top of their card.• You can

discover what their card is by just thumbing through the deck and finding the card that is

directly underneath your Key-card. Glimpsing the Bottom Card:It doesn't do you any good to

set a key-card if you don't know what it is. A Glimpse is a sleight of hand technique that

magicians use to peak at a card without the spectator realizing it. The Bottom

Glimpse:• After you shuffle the deck, begin to place it down on the table, holding it

between your pointer finger and your thumb.• While your are placing the deck on the

table, lift it up just high enough for you to see the bottom card.I like to do this as I give it to the



spectator while saying, “From here on I won’t touch the cards.” That way it seems natural to

make an obvious motion of putting the deck down.Card Controls:(or imposing your absolute

will on 52 lowly subjects)Okay, now onto the next move. The next technique that you will need

to learn is called the Break.Holding a break is a bas21ic sleight of hand technique. It is simply

creating a bit of space between two packets of cards (of any size) and holding that space with

a finger. This allows you to work and move larger packets seamlessly.
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K.Addis, “Good for a newbie like me. I bought this book because I want to be able to have fun

with my nieces and nephews. These tricks were easy to follow and the many pictures made it

simple for me to see if I was doing it correctly. I'm still not "perfect" but I can pull off an

impressive trick that leaves their mouths open. Definitely worth it.

  

Mind-Blowing Magic: Card Tricks - Easy Tricks and Techniques That Will Have You Performing

in Seconds”

SillyMRS, “Get it Before it "Disapears" haha. The book was an easy and enjoyable read

because I have no knowledge in this area and little time for reading. It's fun and magical! I love

it!”

coleman, “great for anyone wanting to learn more about card tricks. Great instructional book-

very thorough. Also, approaches learning magic in a different way. Instead of fighting through

trying to learn a boatload of individual card tricks, Anderson's readers are taught important

concepts and techniques that are easily applicable to the beginning magician.”

Greg Boggs, “Great and quick introduction on learning card magic. Great and quick

introduction on learning card magic. Everything here will get you a good start into performing

for your friends. There were a couple things that I felt were a little unnecessary, but I'm a

fellow magician and we always think our ways are better haha. The only big criticism I have of

this was the teaching of the one handed shuffle, it needs quit a bit more instruction on the

handling of the cards. That being said, it's a fairly small criticism of an otherwise good

beginners book.  I've already sent it on to one of my new students to learn from.”
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Lydia A. Capara, “Grandchildren surprised. Amazing, I can actually do a card trick now. My

grandchildren were surprised and delighted when I performed a real trick that they could not

figure out.Thanks to this author I will continue try a few more. Maybe I'll show them this book or

not.”

John C. Rickell, “Five Stars. A great book of magic card tricks”

Debbie Young, “Five Stars. Easy to understand zand follow.”

The book by Marilyn Yalom has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 21 people have provided feedback.
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